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Legible lettering on a drawing fulfills an important requirement.  Information that cannot 
be revealed by graphic shapes and lines alone must be included in the form of notes, 
title, dimensions and identifications to make the drawing informative and complete.  The 
lettering can either enhance the drawing by making it simple to interpret and pleasant 
to look at or ruin an otherwise good drawing by making it difficult to read and unsightly in 
appearance. 
 
The basic block letter is the foundation of a variety of alphabets.  It has the great 
advantage of being a pure and neutral style, easily adaptable later on to your own 
personality or that of any architecture office. 
 
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT A STUDENT THOROUGHLY LEARN THE BASIC BLOCK ALPHABET 
 
Select an “F” drafting lead for lettering and keep the point medium sharp at all times.  
Rotate the pencil continually between strokes to maintain a uniform pencil point.  A 
point that is too sharp is difficult to control and it breaks.  A pencil that becomes too dull 
produces ragged strokes. 
 
ALL LETTERING IS DONE WITH THE AID OF PENCILED GUIDELINES.  Even experienced 
drafters carefully draw horizontal and vertical guidelines for their lettering.  In pencil 
lettering, the guidelines are always left on the drawing; therefore, care should be taken 
in placing the lines neatly and lightly on the paper with a sharp “2H” lead or a non-photo 
pencil. 
 
USE A TRIANGLE FOR DRAWING ALL VERTICAL STROKES.  Simply slide the triangle along 
the parallel bar with your left hand as you letter; when a vertical stroke is needed, quickly 
set the triangle into place and draw a perfect vertical stroke.  All other strokes are made 
freehand.  Do not use the parallel bar for horizontal lines. 
 
The beginning and ending of each stroke are important — emphasize them with a slight 
pressure of the pencil to bring the strokes to sharp and clean-cut terminations.  Eliminate 
careless gaps in lettering by carefully intersecting the strokes.  Make each vertical stroke 
definite and firm and each curve smooth and quick.  Going over a stroke twice ruins the 
appearance of the letter. 
 
Capitals are used for the majority of the lettering done on architectural drawings.  One-
eighth inch letters are good for notes and one-fourth inch letters are used for titles.  
Three-sixteenth inch letters can be used for minor titles such as room names.  It is useful to 
think of block letters as being the same size and approximately square. 
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FIXTURE AND APPLIANCE SCHEDULE 
 
REFRIGERATOR  36"W 30"D 6'-0"H 
 
RANGE   30"W 22"D 
 
RANGE HOOD  30"W 9"H 
 
DISHWASHER   24"W 24"D 
 
WASHER & DRYER  30"W 26"D 36"H 
 
BATH TUB   2'-9"W 1'-3"H 
 
LAV COUNTER (Bath #2) 2'-0"D 2'-9"W 
 
KITCHEN SINK   22"D 30"W 
 
WATER HEATER  2'-0" Diameter 
 
F.A.U.    1'-2"W 1'-9"D 
 
LUMBER SIZES 
Standard lumber sizes are defined as nominal size and actual (or surfaced) size.  The 
nominal size is the dimensional size of the rough lumber. The surfaced size is the actual 
size after the rough lumber has been planed and finished.  When designating the sizes of 
wood members in a specific detail, the nominal size is used, but the actual size is drawn 
on the detail.  For example, the call out for wood studs may be 2 x 4 while the actual size 
is 1 1/2" X 3 1/2". 
 

NOMINAL SIZE  ACTUAL SIZE 
in inches   in inches 

 
1       3/4" 
2    1 1/2" 
3    2 1/2" 
4    3 1/2" 
5    4 1/2" 
6    5 1/2" 
8    7 1/4" 
10    9 1/4" 
12             11 1/4" 
14             13 1/4" 
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